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Hinduism is one of the most prominent polytheistic religions that embeds 

many cultural traditions into its practices. Worship in Hinduism is considered 

to be extremely sacred that extends beyond the traditional matter of routine 

puja. Puja is conducted on a regular day basis during the morning which 

again conveys the idea of an individual touching the sphere of the diving. 

Puja is something that can be conducted in nature or through chanting 

because it is a channel of communication for Hindus. In essence, worship 

accumulates all the traditions and the divine belief of polytheism that is 

dominated by giving thanks to the Deity by offering sacrifices. The purpose 

of worship in Hinduism is to truly to embrace the idea of deity and eternity 

that centers around the ever-lasting circle of life. Since Hinduism is more 

focused on sacrifice, the focus of sacrificing animals is prevalent in Hinduism.

The name of the God here is Karma. In Hinduism, Karma has become the 

true essence of the Hindu creed itself. Karma is another focal point that 

differentiates the two religions. Hindus believe that Gods can only achieve 

salvation which is clearly depicted in the video. For Hindus, one must 

undergo a series of events in order to purify himself to achieve salvation. For

instance, Hindus worship bhakti-marg, which is the path of surrender and 

peace. One cannot achieve karma without being in peace with oneself and 

devoting one’s spirit towards worship. Karma is an eternal aura of 

enlightenment that is presented in all aspects of life and is a crucial aspect 

that dictates the lives of all individuals. Another regular yet a powerful ritual 

that Hindus practice is the Namaste. The namaste embodies a form of 

greeting in which modesty and humbleness is portrayed by bringing together

the palms. This greeting is very emotional because it is a sign of submission 

and humility which is what Hindus strive to achieve. These are ritual 
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correlate to the beliefs of the Hinduism religion and are prevalent practiced 

in India and other countries. 
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